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English grammar exercises with answers for class 3. English grammar exercises for class 8 cbse with answers chapter 3. English grammar exercises for class 3 cbse. English grammar exercises for class 3 pdf.
CBSE Class 8 English Grammar Integrated Exercises are part of NCERT Solutions for Class 8 English. Here we gave CBSE Class 8 Integrated Grammar Exercises in English. Type I Fill the Blanks 1. Fill in the spaces with a word. Write the answers on your answer sheet against the correct blank number. Most passenger planes fly (a) less than (b)
Â”soundÂ” planes. Airplanes (c) can fly (d) have been built faster. This is the situation (e) if they fly (f) if the speeds are higher (g) if the fuel consumption increases enormously. Answer: (a) to (c) (b) to (d) to (e) as f) to (g) as compared to (h) to 2. Fill in the spaces below using a suitable word in each. Write the answers on your answer sheet against the
correct blank number. (a) whether the children interviewed (b) were candidates for a special programme (c) Â”uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ Candidates replied, “One thing is certain, February (e) u\\\uuuu\\[uuuu\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ Fill in the spaces using a suitable word in each. Write
the answers on your answer sheet against the correct blank number. The first was made for you as an example. Once upon a time there was a man named Smith. He was a green grocer. He lived in Clapham. He (b) was named George after the King and (d) was willing to (e) inherit his paternity; 128;;;;;;s shop; e) was willing to arrange that he was (e)
charged with inheriting his paternity; hence (f) he attended special courses in botany. Answer: (a) Who (b) had (c) (d) from (e) to (f) after 4. Below is given a letter of complaint to the reloading officer. Department of Public Works. Complete the letter by filling in the blanks with a suitable word in each blank. Write the answers in your sheet of against
correct number. Dear Sir We are sorry to inform you that the roads at Moti Colony are in urgent need of (a) _________ The surface is severely damaged by (b) _______ we had last month. At night, it is dangerous to walk. Also, there are piles of stones (c) _______ on the sides of the road. His department (d) _______ has not yet taken any action. We would
be (and) _______ we would be very grateful if you would take the necessary measures without further (f) _______ Your faithful residents, Moti Colony Answer: (a) repairs (b) rain (c) from (d) has (e) be (f) late 5. Complete the step below by writing a suitable word in each space. Write the answers on your answer sheet against the correct blank number.
On May 20, 1818, British explorer Sir Stamford Raffles reported the discovery of a giant flower (a) _______ Sumatra. His name was Rafflesia (b) _______ him. At almost one metre wide and (c) _______ up to eleven kilograms, the Rafflesia is (d) _______ the largest flower in the world. It is called (e) __________ “Stinking Lily” (f) _______ of the unpleasant odor
it emits. (g) _______ people who have been lucky enough to see her, report that they have been surpassed (h) _______ her beauty. Answer: (a) to (b) after (c) weighing (d) (e) also (f) because (g) (h) of 6. Complete the step below by writing a suitable word in each space. Write the answers on your answer sheet against the correct blank number. Our city
was acutely short of water. In one of my lectures I stressed (a) the need to conserve water. We (b) ________ ways to collect rainwater and make the (c) _________ of every drop available, (d) _______ was surprised to hear wise thoughts (e) _______ from an 11-year-old boy. He told us that (f) _______ washed his face in the morning did not throw water (g)
_________ . He took it in a and put it (h) _______ for the birds. Answers: (a) on (b) discussed (c) usage (d) I (e) expressed (f) when (g) via (h) out Type II Editing Task (Error Correction) The following have not been modified. There is an error in every line. Write the wrong word and correction as indicated in the example in the first tenor of each passage.
1. Although the Indians have a long history, for example if "on loro", they have little knowledge (a) of the use in house maintenance, (b) the use of toilet facilities, on refrigerators. Modern detergents and soaps are very common on shelves, but (e) people do not use them regularly. (f)'waste disposal'which causes an increase in (g) waste disposal in a
lifetime of bacteria and viruses. (h)'easy-to-use'answers: (a) on'easy-to-use' answers: (b) in (b) in'easy-to-use': (b) in (b) in (b) in (b) in (g) in (g) not (g) in (g) in (g) in (g) in (b) in (g) in (g) in (g) in (g) not (g) in (g) in (g) in (g) not (g) in (g) in (g) in (g) not (g) in (g) not (g) in (g)Cause of death (h) the second. Haemophilia is one of the various sex-related
diseases that affects (a) men only. This because © The blood does not clot and there is a risk of severe haemorrhage even in the case of minor cuts (e) the wound and lesions. The disease does not affect the females, (f)'cause ©, from the two X chromosomes if one has (g) depleted the defective gene, the other produces sufficient coagulation factors. (a)
the effect affects, (b) the disorder disorder disorder disorder disorder disorder disorder disorder disorder, (c) the condition of (d) the (f) condition of (f) the (f) is (f) the (f) is (f) the (f) is (f) the (f) is (f) the (d) the (d) the (d) the (f) the (f) is (f) the (f) the (f) is (f) the (f) the (f) the (f) the (f) the (f) the (f) the (f) is the (f) the (f) the (f) the (f) the (f) the (f) the
(f) is the (f) the (f) the (f) the (f) is the (f) the (f) the (f) the (f) the (f) (b) before three. All life on Earth can ultimately be traced in the sea. Creature (a)'used stick'has evolved from fish (c)'used stick' about 335 million years earlier; (d)'used stick'which remains a mystery. (e)'used answers': (a) on'FA', (b) or'FA'; and (c) has'FA', (d) before'FA', (e)
which'FA'is still four. Scientific research, carried out to determine the specific benefits of Touch Therapy, for example by a school of Miami University (a) used medicine, shows that the touch has a direct relationship (b) used on a child. (e) ________ It also helps your small fighting infections. (d) ______ Touch the child to show him that he cares. Touch it
(s) _________ to show him you loved him. And touch (f) ________ for all hundreds of reasons only mothers know best. (g) _______ Answers: a) to â the (b) test â tested (c) on â with (d) infections â infection (e) them â she (f) loved â reason of love (g) â reasons 5. There is often something wrong in our school. e.g. it is ... time and we still had (a) _________
since a good teacher (b) ___________ with desire as care (c) _________________ can get over all the difficulties is producing (d) __________ great students. While many men (e) ___________ together do good school (f) ________ probably the least important special factor (g) ___________ of all the others was the good teacher. (h) _______ Responses: a) had â have
b) that â like â and d) is â a â man â men (f) the â a â a â minus â plus (h) was â is 6. Even when the directory was released, for example, they were... about a thousand numbers were changed in the city. (a) _______ Also, many old links were given. (b) ______ Sometimes changes are confirmed (c) _______________ dialling 196 or 197. It’s just luckily you
get (d) ________ 197. Almost all the time you dial 197 a record (e) _________ voice says, “You were in line, please wait.” (f) _______ Answers: a) were â had (b) old â new (c) be â be (d) get â get â record (e) recorded (f) were â are TYPE III Editing Task (Missing Word) The following steps have not been modified. There’s a word missing in every line. Write
the missing word along with the word that comes before it and the word that comes after it as shown in the example. 1 The Nawab insisted that the task, for example, had to do what he could. (a) The Minister is concerned (b) __________________, Gopal Uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu He
saw that the (d) outgoing minister was very upset and (e) outgoing minister asked him (f) _______ Answers: (a) to do (b) the minister was worried (c) sick, when Gopal (d) Bhar came (and) the minister was very (f) he what the 2. The Nawab the minister e.g. Nawab insisted that do the task and would not take no (a) _______ for answer. The minister was
(b) __________ in fix and worrying (c) _________ falls ill, Gopal Bhar (d) ____________ walked. He saw that the ________ minister was very upset. (f) _______ Answers: (a) do the task (b) for an answer (c) in a correction (d) sick, when Gopal (e) walked into him (f) minister was very 3. The holy man in Rama, for instance, spoke for a while. To Rama’s mother (a)
____________ whom her son sincerely prayed (b) _________ Kali village goddess (c) _____________ he be blessed by her. (d) _______ This would be his fortune. (e) _______ Answers: (a) She told (b) that if she (c) Kali the village (d) would (e) improve her 4. After the saint had spoken Rama, for example, he told Rama’s mother that he should (a) _________ be
sent to pray the Temple of Kali at the village (b) _________________. He promised the good lady that if (c) __________ this was done, Kali, the goddess appears, (d) __________ take pity on him and bless. Then all of his __________ would worry. (f) _______ Answers: (a) that he should (b) pray in (c) promised that the good (d) goddess would appear (and) bless
him Then (f) would be more than 5. There was also a poor man in a hut. e.g. who lived There was also a poor man in a hut. (a) He on crumbs of food given by others. (b) _______ But he cheerful and never complained. (e) ________ Once it happened that the poor (d) ___________ had to eat for a long time. So he (and) ________ went to the rich old help. (f)
_______ Answers: (a) near a poor person (b) He lived on (c) was cheerful (d) so it happened (e) had nothing to (f) 6. Man increases hard work. For example, the practice of man increases If he does not, his practice suffers. (a) The lawyer is judgedC he wins (b) Â «uu__uu 96; † † â € â € œI is examined (c) uuuuuuu uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu
àuuuuu It is tested with its uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu and the accuracy of its work. (f) does not face it (b) judged from letter c) wireer226; â €;;;; Â Â Â Â ™ writing is (d) the opinion of the letter e) tvpistilÃ ¢ â €; â €; s Opera is (f) the accuracy of the phrases of his type IV reactences looks at the words
and sentences below in each activity. Running them again to form significant sentences. The first was made as an example. Write the correct sentences in your response sheet against the correct white number. 1. Example: the most important task / is to defend / an air force / aeronautical attack / an enemy / country / cons. The most important task of
the Air Force is to defend the country against a plane attack by an enemy. (a) When the enemy / destroys the enemy plans / sends aircraft to attack, our plans must (b) we can / the approach of enemy plans / if we know / do only this (c) we / called radar / equipment / For this purpose / a special type (d) the aeronautics / enemy plans / by shooting / can
protect / our seats: (a) when enemies send aircraft to the attack, our planes must destroy enemy planes . (b) We can do it only if we know of the enemy aircraft approach. c) We have a particular type of equipment called radar for this purpose. d) The aeronautics can protect our places by breaking off enemy planes. 2. Example: large quantities / hot
water / body / drink / so remove poisons / translates into sweating. Drink large quantities of hot water leads to sweating, thus eliminating poisons from the body. (a) from the body / fasting also / removes / poisons (b) every four hours / fast / taking liquids / during (c) it is recommended / oranges / lemon juice (d) can also / broth Fasting also removes
poisons from the body. (b) b) liquids every four hours during fasting. c) Lemon, grape and orange juice is recommended during fasting. d) Your doctor may also recommend vegetable soup. 3. Example: Only 26/ of relativity, which Albert Einstein is for his/ when he was best known, he first advanced theory/ Albert Einstein's theory is best known for his
theory of relativity, which advanced for the first time when he was only 26. (a) The theory / influence / of a / according to the curves / light / under the body / massive (b) during / this / setting was / to test / 19 / eclipse (c) light was / also predicted / the deflection / of the surface / by Einstein: (a) According to the theory, the curves of light under the
influence of a massive body. (b) This was tested during the eclipse of the 19's. (c) The deflection of surface light was also predicted by Einstein. 4(a) people affected can communicate with the limbs with a paralyzing feature (b) to respond (some can even blink (c) because of extensive damage (it is impossible) but in a few (even a) people affected by a
paralyzing feature can communicate with the limbs. b) Some may also blink to answer. (c) But in a few even a small gesture is impossible due to extensive damage. 5. (a) is / great / training / key to / performance (b) gets / right / performance / training / right (c) are / some / paid people / better trainers / because © / This is Answers: (a) The key to a
great performance is training. Or training is the great key to performance. (b) The right training is given the right performance. c) For this reason some trainers are better paid people. Type V Indirect speech (Completion of sentence) PARECH INDIRECT (SENTENCE COMPLEMENTATION)1. Read the conversation. Based on this is the following
paragraph. Complete the paragraph. Come with the doctor? Yeah, yeah. It's important that you rest. Is it one or two? Wife: No. Husband: Is it three or four? Wife: Yes. Tom was hospitalized in a hospital a cancer complaint. He was resting. A few minutes later, he asked his wife (a) \\\\\\\\\\\\91; u\\[She (b) u uu\ uuuuuuuy asked you if it was one or two.
She (c) uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuy Finally he wanted to know if (d) And she agreed with him. Answer: (a) if you had spoken to the doctor. (b) responded positively and told him to rest. (c) reply in negative. (d) there were three or four. 2. Read the conversation below and complete the report. Write the answers in your reply sheet against the correct white
number. I want a balloon that I can blow up. What color balloon do you want? Child:What color balloon will bring me up with it? Balloon Man: It is not the color of the balloon; It's what's inside that makes it go up. A child told a balloon man that the balloon maker (b) u91; The child then (c) u\u91; The balloon man replied (d) u u91;. Answer: (a) He
wanted a balloon that he could blow up. b) asked which color balloon he wanted. (c) asked which colour balloon would bring it up with it. d) that it is not the color of the balloon, but it is what is inside that makes it rise. 3. Read the following dialog and complete the paragraph below, using the past. Write the answers in your reply sheet against the
correct white number. On the market street, a mother and child see beggars on the sidewalk. Son: Why © asking for money, Mom? It's because they're poor, honey. Son: Cane226; 128? Do we give them the fruit we bought? We'll give them money to buy what they want. After seeing the beggars the son (a) (u u\\\\\\u91;u When the mother answered
that it was because © they were poor, the boy asked The mother replied that c) u 91; Answer: a) asked his mother why © asking for money. (b) why they could have supplied them with the fruit they had bought. c) give them money to buy anything 4. Read the following conversation and complete theWriting the words and phrases of costumes in every
space. Write the answers in your response sheet from the correct blank number. Captain: Do you know how to play cricket? Nitesh: never had the chance to learn it. Captain: in this school every student must learn. NITESH: Give me a chance the captain asked Nitesh (A) _______. Nitesh responded (B) _______. The captain then told Nitesh (c) _______.
Nitesh requested Captain (D) _______. Answer: (a) If he knew how to play cricket. (b) he had never had the chance to learn it. (c) that each student had to learn it in that school. (d) to give him a chance. 5. Given below is a conversation between Neela and Suresh. Complete dialogue with suitable words and phrases. Write the answers in your response
sheet from the correct blank number. Don't copy the whole sentence. How are you? Suresh: life is quite difficult. I need a job. Neela: What kind of work are you interested in? Suresh: I'm interested in administrative accounts. NEELA: Would you mind going abroad? Neela at Suresh's meeting asked him how he was. Suresh said he was looking for a
job. Neela (a) ________. Suresh told her that (b) _______. He asked (c) _______. Answer: (a) asked him what kind of work he was interested in. (B) He was interested in administrative accounts. (c) If he'd mind going abroad. 6. Read the conversation below and complete the following paragraph. Write the answers in your response sheet from the correct
blank number. Mother: I washed your car today, too. Daughter: thank you, Mom. Mother: now, do not drive fast, dear. Daughter: I must blow dry the car. The mother told her daughter that (a) ________. The daughter (B) _______. The mother (c) _______. But the daughter contradicted, saying that (D) ________. Answers: (a) He had washed the car for her
that day too. (b)to his mother. (c) recommended not to drive fast. (D) He had to blow the dryWe hope the CBSE Class 8 integrated English grammar exercises will help you. If you have any questions about CBSE Class 8 English Grammar Exercises, please post a comment below and we will contact you as soon as possible. first.
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